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STEP-BY-STEP DEMONSTRATION

DERWENT METALLIC
Shimmer and shine, fun and sparkle

Pansies (Finished drawing 4”x 4”)

MATERIALS USED:

INTRODUCTION

Derwent Metallic pencils used:
88 Pink, 89 Purple, 86 Yellow,
91 Green

A shimmering selection of 12
Somerset Velvet black 250gms
highly reflective pencils
guaranteed to add sparkle to
sketches, drawings and all kinds
of creative projects. Derwent Metallic works particularly well on
dark backgrounds and can also be used with water for
interesting line and wash effects.

Copy the line drawing as shown using 88 Pink for the two petals at
1
the back plus the large bud, 89 Purple for the remaining three
petals and smaller bud and 86 Yellow for the leaves and stalks.

Begin by using 89 Purple and starting at the outer edge of the
2
three front petals work with a firm pressure, ‘flicking’ the pencil
towards the centre, avoiding the dark section of the pansy face.
The ‘flicking‘ technique begins with a firm pressure which eases off as
the stroke lengthens and the pencil is lifted.

For more tips, techniques and product information visit www.pencils.co.uk
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Continuing now using the 88 Pink, working from the outer edge
3
inwards create the outer petals. Use the same technique for the
bud. Continue to use the same ‘flicking‘ technique.

Drawings and techniques by Fiona Peart

Now using 91 Green, and continuing to use the same ‘flicking‘
4
technique, begin on the outer edge of each leaf working towards
the centre.

5Using 89 Purple, firmly apply the pigment to complete the buds.
Using 86 Yellow and a firm pressure, complete the face. Apply a gentle
pressure to produce the beard.
Firmly add the stalks and blend a little 86 Yellow onto each leaf to
define it’s shape.

For more tips, techniques and product information visit www.pencils.co.uk

